Human parainfluenza virus type 1 (hPIV-1) is an important cause of respiratory disease in young children (1) . hPIV is also an opportunistic infections agent in children with severe combined immunodeficiency disease (2) (3) (4) , children undergoing chemotherapy for cancer (5) , and children and adults who have undergone bone marrow transplantation (6, 7) . At present no vaccines are available to confer resistance to the disease caused by different strains of hPIV. The virus has been classified as a paramyxovirus based on the properties of its surface glycoproteins and its antigenic relationship with Sendai virus (8) . Like other paramyxoviruses, hPIV-1 initiates infection through the action of two glycoproteins that project from the surface of the virion. One of these, the hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN) protein, is a multifunctional molecule that binds the virions to host cell receptors, possesses hemagglutination and neuraminidase activities, and has some unidentified function that is essential for fusion activity (9) . In addition, HN is important immunologically since antibodies to HN neutralize virus infectivity. HN, a type II glycoprotein, is attached to the lipid bilayer of the virus by a hydrophobic sequence at the amino terminus. HN has been shown to exist as a disulfide-linked homodimer on the surfaces of intact virions (10, 11) . Proteolytic cleavage releases HN in the dimeric form (i.e., two polypeptide chains linked by disulfide bonds) and treatment with reducing agents converts dimers to monomers as demonstrated by polyacrylamide gel analysis and electron microscopy (11, 12) . The three-dimensional structure of HN is not known and is essential for understanding structure-function(s) relationships of the molecule in virus infection and immunity. Additionally, the knowledge may also help in the design of antiviral agents and the development of vaccines.
To determine the three-dimensional structure of the HN molecule of hPIV-1, attempts were made to obtain crystals of HN dimers suitable for x-ray diffraction. Crystallization trials produced two types of crystals: small rectangular crystals that diffracted x-rays weakly and needle-like crystals that are Fig. 1 , lane 1. The preparation consisted predominantly of c-HN dimers and two monomeric forms released by proteolytic cleavage.
Under reducing conditions, the dimers completely dissociated into monomers (data not shown) as was the case with the HN of other paramyxoviruses (11) . The material, enriched in c-HN dimers, was used to prepare crystals. No attempts to crystallize the monomeric form were made since we were unable to separate the two monomeric forms (12) . To check the composition of the needle crystals, the crystals were washed with polyethylene glycol, dissolved in PBS, and analyzed by SDS/ PAGE under nonreducing conditions. The results in Fig. 1 , lane 2, show that the crystals are composed ofdimers ofc-HN. The purified c-HN molecules were also tested with respect to their biological activity and antigenicity. The results described elsewhere (12) suggested that they retained their biologic activity and antigenic structure.
The general appearance of needle crystals used in electron microscopic studies is shown in Fig. 2A . The crystals in polyethylene glycol medium measured 50-100 ,um long and 5-10 ,um in diameter. In the electron microscope, at low magnification, the crystals exhibited a striated appearance as if they contained stacks of rods held in parallel register (Fig.  2B) . When the crystals were mixed for different lengths of time with PBS, they underwent stepwise degradation giving structures that ranged from intact entities to the HN dimers. The first step in the dissociation was the separation of stacks of rods (Fig. 2B ) into individual rods (Fig. 2C) . The rods have an average diameter of 32 ± 0.3 nm and the longest rods were 12), the monomer has an average diameter of5 nm. The above observations permit certain conclusions concerning the structural organization of needle crystals. The basic subunit of the crystal appears to be the HN dimer. A chain of dimers seems to compose a strand (because the diameter of the strand matches that of the dimer) and three of the strands intertwine into a helix with the helices interlocked to form a needle crystal. Alternatively, the triple helix could be built up by addition of dimers to the growing strands. It remains to be determined whether other needle crystals [e.g., Sendai virus HN-Fab complexes (13) , influenza neuraminidase crystals (14) , etc.] share the same organization. If so, the present observations would have provided a framework to understand the formation ofglycoprotein needle crystals. If, on the other hand, the triple helix is unique to crystals of hPIV HN, then the molecule must have a unique structure to permit the protein-protein interactions to form this structure. The efforts then would be directed toward understanding these interactions.
Among proteins, the triple-helical conformation has been noted in collagens and in domains of CIq, pulmonary surfactant protein, acetylcholinesterase, and macrophage scavenger receptor (for references, see ref. 15 ). In all these examples, the triple-helical conformation is intramolecular. The collagen molecule, for example, is composed of three a-chains wrapped around each other to form a triple-stranded rod that measures 300 nm long and 1.5 nm in diameter (16) .
The triple helix of HN described here is different from those described above because it represents a large macromolecular assembly formed by intermolecular interactions during crystal formation.
